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SUMMARY

The development of precision medicine approaches for diffuse large B cell lymphoma (DLBCL) is confounded
by its pronounced genetic, phenotypic, and clinical heterogeneity. Recent multiplatform genomic studies revealed the existence of genetic subtypes of DLBCL using clustering methodologies. Here, we describe an
algorithm that determines the probability that a patient’s lymphoma belongs to one of seven genetic
subtypes based on its genetic features. This classification reveals genetic similarities between these DLBCL
subtypes and various indolent and extranodal lymphoma types, suggesting a shared pathogenesis. These
genetic subtypes also have distinct gene expression profiles, immune microenvironments, and outcomes
following immunochemotherapy. Functional analysis of genetic subtype models highlights distinct vulnerabilities to targeted therapy, supporting the use of this classification in precision medicine trials.

INTRODUCTION
Initial progress toward a molecular diagnosis of DLBCL subtypes
came with the advent of gene expression profiling, which was
used to define two prominent ‘‘cell-of-origin’’ (COO) subtypes
comprising 80%–85% of cases, termed germinal center B celllike (GCB) and activated B cell-like (ABC), with the remaining
cases declared ‘‘unclassified’’ (Alizadeh et al., 2000; Rosenwald
et al., 2002). This classification accounted for some of the heterogeneity in the clinical outcome following R-CHOP (rituximab
plus cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine, and prednisone) chemotherapy (Alizadeh et al., 2000; Lenz et al., 2008a;

Rosenwald et al., 2002). This COO methodology has proved useful in understanding the varied responses of patients with diffuse
large B cell lymphoma (DLBCL) to targeted therapies such as
ibrutinib, an inhibitor of B cell receptor (BCR) signaling (Wilson
et al., 2015b). Nonetheless, the COO distinction does not fully
account for the heterogeneous responses and outcomes
following either R-CHOP therapy or targeted therapy. This is
likely because gene expression profiling provides a phenotypic
description of cancers rather than a genetic description that encompasses tumor pathogenesis more directly.
While recurrent genetic aberrations in individual genes have
elucidated oncogenic mechanisms in DLBCL, progress toward

Significance
We describe a taxonomy of diffuse large B cell lymphoma (DLBCL) consisting of seven genetic subtypes and provide a probabilistic method to classify a patient’s tumor within this taxonomy. Several DLBCL subtypes are genetically related to
distinct indolent lymphoma types, suggesting that these subtypes may arise from clinically occult precursors. We infer
oncogenic pathway activity and therapeutic vulnerabilities of the DLBCL subtypes using their genetic and gene expression
profiles supplemented by functional identification of essential genes using loss-of-function CRISPR/Cas9 screens of cellline models of the subtypes. To foster precision medicine studies of DLBCL, we have implemented our probabilistic algorithm on a publicly accessible server.
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a genetic classification of DLBCL tumors required the integration
of genomic data from multiple analytic platforms to identify
genes that were recurrently altered by mutations, translocations,
and/or copy-number alterations (Chapuy et al., 2018; Schmitz
et al., 2018). Mathematically distinct clustering methods were
used to assort DLBCL tumors into genetic subtypes that are
characterized by genomic aberrations in subtype-specific hallmark genes. The potential clinical utility of this genetic classification was evident by the association of the subtypes with
outcome following R-CHOP therapy.
Many clustering methods are limited by the necessity to place
a tumor sample into no more than one subtype and by the fact
that the subtype assignment of a particular tumor can vary
when different tumors are included during the clustering process. Such methods are therefore not appropriate in clinical
settings where molecular diagnoses are required in real time
for individual tumors. We have therefore developed an algorithm
to classify an individual patient’s tumor based on the probability
of belonging to a particular genetic subtype, allowing for the possibility that the tumor may have acquired more than one genetic
program during its evolution.
RESULTS
Development of the LymphGen Genetic Subtype
Classifier
We created the LymphGen algorithm to provide a probabilistic
classification of a tumor from an individual patient into a genetic
subtype. We define a genetic subtype as a group of tumors that
is enriched for genetic aberrations in a set of subtype predictor
genes. These subtype predictor genes are identified by considering each possible combination of genetic aberrations (i.e., mutations, copy-number alterations, or fusions) as a separate
genetic ‘‘feature’’ and scoring a tumor as positive for a feature
if one or more of its genetic aberrations is observed. LymphGen
uses the presence or absence of each subtype predictor feature
to provide a probability that a tumor belongs to the subtype.
To implement LymphGen in DLBCL, we first needed to define
the genetic subtypes to which a tumor could be assigned. For
this subtype discovery effort, we used the GenClass algorithm
(Schmitz et al., 2018), which begins with several ‘‘seed’’ tumor
subsets and iteratively sorts tumors into and out of these seeds,
converging on a classification that maximizes the genetic
distinctiveness of the resulting subtypes (Figure 1A). First, we
chose seeds representing the four previously identified genetic
subtypes: MCD (including MYD88L265P and CD79B mutations),
BN2 (including BCL6 translocations and NOTCH2 mutations),
N1 (including NOTCH1 mutations), and EZB (including EZH2 mutations and BCL2 translocations). Among the remaining cases in
our cohort (hereafter ‘‘NCI cohort’’ Schmitz et al., 2018), TP53
was the most frequently mutated gene (25.2%) that was not
also significantly enriched in one of the previous subtypes.
TP53 inactivation has been previously associated with aneuploidy in DLBCL (Bea et al., 2004; Chapuy et al., 2018; Monti
et al., 2012). In the NCI cohort, tumors with a homozygous
TP53 deletion (5.9%) or the combination of a heterozygous
TP53 deletion and a TP53 mutation (8.7%) had the most aneuploidy, as assessed by the number of gains and losses of chromosomal segments. We therefore formed a seed class of cases
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with these TP53 features, which we term ‘‘A53’’ (aneuploid with
TP53 inactivation). We also observed that mutations in TET2,
P2RY8, and SGK1 were recurrently mutated among the genetically unassigned cases (10.1%, 6.9%, and 6.9% of cases,
respectively), with the majority (54%) of SGK1 mutations truncating the protein. TET2 mutations were significantly associated
with truncating SGK1 mutations (p = 0.001) and with P2RY8 mutations (p = 0.033), leading us to create a second new seed class
based on these features, which we term ‘‘ST2’’ (SGK1 and TET2
mutated). Using the six seed classes defined above, the
GenClass algorithm assigned 54% of the cases.
LymphGen next develops a separate Bayesian predictor
model for each GenClass subtype, which determines the probability that a tumor belongs to the subtype based on its genetic
features (Figure 1A). The algorithm defines subtype predictor
features that distinguish the subtype from all other cases
(p % 0.001, Fisher’s exact test, prevalence >0.2) and uses
the prevalence of the feature in the subtype and its prevalence
in other cases to estimate the likelihood that a tumor with that
feature belongs to the subtype. These likelihood estimates are
then used in Bayes formula to calculate the probability that an
individual tumor belongs to a subtype based on its constellation of genetic features. Thus, for each DLBCL tumor, LymphGen calculates six probabilities, one for each GenClass-defined
subtype. We defined tumors with subtype probabilities
of >90% or 50%–90% as ‘‘core’’ or ‘‘extended’’ subtype members, respectively. Tumors that were core members of more
than one subtype were termed ‘‘genetically composite’’ (Figure S1). In the NCI cohort, the LymphGen algorithm identified
47.6% core cases, 9.8% extended cases, and 5.7% genetically
composite cases (Figure 1B). Altogether 329 (63.1%) of the 574
cases in the NCI cohort were classified, which is substantially
greater than the 46.6% classified previously (Schmitz et al.,
2018) (Figures 1B and 1C). The inability of LymphGen to classify the remaining cases stemmed from three issues: some tumors had a few features characteristic of one or more subtype
but not enough to be classified, some had unique features that
were not recurrent in DLBCL, and others had very few genetic
features at all.
In the resulting genetic taxonomy, each of the DLBCL COO
gene expression subgroups included multiple genetic subtypes,
with ABC tumors enriched for MCD, GCB tumors enriched for
EZB and ST2, and unclassified tumors enriched for BN2 (Figure 1D). Conversely, some genetic subtypes were largely
composed of tumors belonging to the same gene expression
subgroup (MCD, N1, EZB), while others comprised different
gene expression subgroups, with BN2, A53, and ST2 being the
most phenotypically diverse.
Genetic Attributes of DLBCL Subtypes
To display the genetic composition of the subtypes, we selected
a set of genetic features that were significantly associated with a
subtype (p % 0.01) and were present in >10% of the subtype
(Figures 2 and S2A). Many subtype-defining mutations are likely
due to activation-induced deaminase-dependent somatic hypermutation (Schmitz et al., 2018), which in many cases
produced truncating mutations in subtype-specific tumor-suppressor genes (e.g., PRDM1, ETV6, TOX, HLA-A, HLA-B,
HLA-C in MCD, TNFRSF14 in EZB, and NFKBIA in ST2).
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Figure 1. Development of the LymphGen Classifier
(A) Cancer subtype discovery and prediction using the LymphGen algorithm. Shown at left is the discovery of cancer subtypes starting with ‘‘seed’’ sets of cases
using the GenClass algorithm (Schmitz et al., 2018). The LymphGen algorithm uses prevalences of genetic features to estimate the likelihood that a feature is
associated with a subtype and combines these likelihoods to calculate a probability that a tumor belongs to a genetic subtype. The example shows features
associated with the EZB subtype as present (‘‘1’’) or absent (‘‘0’’) in an individual tumor sample, and the likelihoods that the tumor is EZB or non-EZB based on
each feature. The final panel illustrates how LymphGen assigns a tumor using the subtype probabilities.
(B) Frequency of cases with high probability (‘‘Core’’) or moderate probability (‘‘Extended’’) subtype assignments, genetically composite cases, and unassigned
(Other) cases.
(C) Prevalence of various genetic subtypes.
(D) Top: prevalence of subtypes in DLBCL COO subgroups. Bottom: prevalence of COO subgroups within each genetic subtype.
See also Figure S1.

MYD88L265P and CD79B mutations, the genetic hallmarks of
MCD, cooperatively activate nuclear factor kB (NF-kB) via the
My-T-BCR supercomplex involving MYD88, TLR9, and the
BCR (Phelan et al., 2018). MCD tumors also frequently delete
the CDKN2A tumor-suppressor locus, encoding the cell-cycle
inhibitors p16INK4A and p15INK4B as well as p19ARF, which stabilizes p53. The viability of MCD cells is likely sustained by BCL2,
which is upregulated epigenetically and by copy number gain/
amplification (Figure S2B). Another prominent theme in MCD tumors is immune evasion (see below).
BN2 is characterized by mutations that activate NOTCH2 or
inactivate the NOTCH antagonist SPEN in 50% of tumors,

72% of which also have a BCL6 translocation. Mutations targeting components of the BCR-dependent NF-kB pathway
(PRKCB, BCL10, TNFAIP3, TNIP1) are also prominent in BN2,
suggesting that these tumors rely on this pathway for survival. Interactions with T and natural killer (NK) cells are potentially
compromised in BN2 by CD70 deletions. CCND3 mutations
likely foster vigorous proliferation in BN2, as in Burkitt’s lymphoma (BL) (Schmitz et al., 2012).
Epigenetic dysregulation is a defining attribute of EZB due to
inactivation of several epigenetic regulators (KMT2D, CREBBP,
EP300, ARID1A, IRF8, MEF2B, EBF1) and mutational activation
of EZH2 (Mlynarczyk et al., 2019; Pasqualucci and Dalla-Favera,
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Figure 2. Genetic Features of DLBCL Genetic Subtypes
Shown is the prevalence of the indicated genetic features in each DLBCL subtype. Log10 p value (pval) is based on the difference in prevalence in the indicated
subtype versus all other samples. HL, heterozygous loss; HD, homozygous deletion; Gain, single-copy gain; Amp, amplification; Mut, mutation; Trunc, proteintruncating mutation: Fusion, chromosomal translocation. See also Figure S2.

2018). Inactivation of the S1PR2/GNA13 pathway in EZB alters
GC B cell migration and signaling (Muppidi et al., 2014). Phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K) signaling in EZB is promoted by
inactivating mutations and deletions of PTEN and MIR17HG
amplification (Pfeifer et al., 2013). Recurrent REL amplification
may deregulate EZB metabolism and growth, as in normal GC
B cells (Heise et al., 2014).
Several genetic lesions in EZB potential perturb their interaction with T follicular helper (TFH) cells. Major histocompatibility
complex (MHC) class II expression and function in EZB may be
compromised by EZH2 activation (Ennishi et al., 2019b) and
inactivation of CIITA (Steidl et al., 2011) and HLA-DMB (Denzin
and Cresswell, 1995), potentially modulating interactions between lymphoma cells and TFH cells. The survival of EZB lymphoma cells that inactivate herpesvirus entry mediator
(TNFRSF14) may be enhanced by TFH-mediated CD40 signaling
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(Mintz et al., 2019). STAT6 mutations may modulate the ability of
TFH-derived interleukin-4 (IL-4) to promote plasma cell differentiation (Weinstein et al., 2016).
ST2 is named for its recurrent SGK1 and TET2 mutations. ST2
tumors acquire TET2 truncating mutations suggesting a tumorsuppressor function, as in mouse GC B cell lymphomagenesis
(Dominguez et al., 2018). The majority of SGK1 mutations are
truncating, suggesting a tumor-suppressor function that may
involve PI3K signaling, since SGK1 is an AKT-family kinase
(Di Cristofano, 2017). JAK/STAT signaling is likely promoted in
ST2 by inactivation of SOCS1 (Linossi and Nicholson, 2015),
inactivation of DUSP2 (Lu et al., 2015), and by known STAT3activating mutations (Y640F, D661Y) (Crescenzo et al., 2015). Inactivating mutations in ST2 targeting P2RY8 and its signaling
mediator GNA13 prevent responses to S-geranylgeranyl-Lglutathione, which spatially confines normal GC B cells and
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Figure 3. Similarities of DLBCL Genetic Subtypes to Other Lymphoid Malignancies
(A) Prevalence of CD79B and MYD88L265P mutations in the indicated nodal and extranodal forms of DLBCL, shown according to the color code above. The
percent prevalence of tumors with the indicated genotypes in each of the indicated lymphoma types is shown according to the color code.
(B) Prevalence of MCD-defining mutations in primary CNS lymphoma and primary cutaneous lymphoma. Other NHL, other non-Hodgkin lymphomas (see STAR
Methods).
(C) Secondary extranodal involvement in genetic subtypes of DLBCL. p Value is based on Fisher’s exact test,
(D) Genetic aberrations favoring immune escape in MCD DLBCL.
(E) Prevalence of BN2-defining mutations in the indicated types of marginal-zone lymphoma (MZL) and in other NHLs.
(F) Prevalence of EZB-defining mutations in follicular lymphoma (FL), transformed FL, and other NHLs.
(G) Prevalence of ST2-defining mutations in nodular lymphocyte-predominant Hodgkin lymphoma (NLPHL), T cell/histiocyte-rich large B cell lymphoma
(THRLBCL), and other NHLs.
See also Figure S3.

inhibits their AKT activity (Lu et al., 2019). Finally, some ST2 tumors apparently activate NF-kB by inactivating IkBa (NFKBIA)
(Baeuerle and Baltimore, 1988).
A53 is characterized by TP53 mutations and deletions. A53
tumors also acquire homozygous deletions and mutations targeting 53BP1 (TP53BP1), a DNA-damage sensor that prevents aneuploidy (Celeste et al., 2002), consistent with the
recurrent gains and losses of chromosome arms in A53.
Some A53 abnormalities have been previously associated
with ABC DLBCL, including: deletion of 6q, harboring the
tumor suppressors TNFAIP3 and PRDM1; gain/amplification
of 3q (Lenz et al., 2008b); focal amplification of NFKBIZ (Nogai
et al., 2013); amplification of CNPY3 (Phelan et al., 2018); and
BCL2 amplification. Additional focal deletions target the
tumor suppressors p73 and ING1 (Tallen and Riabowol,
2014). Finally, A53 tumors frequently delete or mutationally
inactivate b2-microglobulin (B2M), providing a mechanism
of escape from immune surveillance (Challa-Malladi
et al., 2011).
N1 is characterized by gain-of-function NOTCH1 mutations,
similar to those in chronic lymphocytic leukemia and mantle
cell lymphoma. These tumors additionally acquire mutations targeting B cell differentiation regulators (ID3, BCOR) and IkB kinase b (IKBKB), including the V203I isoform that constitutively
activates NF-kB (Cardinez et al., 2018).

Relationship of DLBCL Genetic Subtypes to Other
Lymphoid Malignancies
While DLBCLs typically present clinically in lymph nodes and other
immune tissues, primary extranodal lymphomas present as tumors involving various non-lymphoid organs. Primary extranodal
lymphomas frequently acquire MYD88L265P and/or CD79B mutations as well as other MCD-defining mutations (Figures 3A, 3B,
and S3B). Notably, in the NCI cohort, MCD DLBCL tumors spread
secondarily to extranodal sites in 30% of cases, and 46% of these
occurred at sites that can give rise to primary extranodal lymphomas—the central nervous system (CNS), vitreo-retina, testis,
and breast—whereas other DLBCL subtypes spread to these sites
significantly less often (Figure 3C). Primary extranodal lymphomas
often arise in the CNS, ocular vitreo-retina, and testis, all considered ‘‘immune-privileged’’ sites because they tolerate allografts
and permit only selective access by immune cells (Shechter
et al., 2013). In this regard it is notable that 72.5% of MCD tumors
acquire homozygous deletions, truncating mutations, or translocations that could allow them to evade immune surveillance by
several mechanisms including (1) reduced antigen presentation
due to MHC class I or TAP1 inactivation, (2) decreased T cell activation due to gene fusions that elevate expression of CD274 and
PDCD1LG2, encoding PD-L1 and PD-L2, respectively, and (3)
diminished NK activation due to CD58 inactivation (Challa-Malladi
et al., 2011) (Figures 3D and S3A).
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Genetic aberrations of several DLBCL subtypes reveal potential pathogenetic relationships with more indolent lymphomas.
Mutations characteristic of BN2 link this subtype to marginalzone lymphomas (MZLs) (Figure 3E), befitting the essential role
of NOTCH2 in the differentiation of follicular B cells to marginal
zone B cells (Saito et al., 2003). BCL6 translocations, which characterize BN2, are rare in indolent MZLs but common in MZLs that
have transformed into aggressive large cell variants (Flossbach
et al., 2011; Ye et al., 2008). Follicular lymphoma (FL) shares
many genetic lesions with EZB (Figure 3F), as does transformed
FL, which can histologically resemble DLBCL. The genetic
signature of ST2 betrayed an intriguing similarity with two histologically distinct lymphomas, nodular lymphocyte-predominant
Hodgkin lymphoma (NLPHL) and T cell histiocyte-rich large
B cell lymphoma (THRLBCL) (Figure 3G). NLPHL is an indolent
Hodgkin lymphoma variant that retains expression of GC B cell
genes and can transform into an aggressive large cell form
(Timens et al., 1986). Morphological similarities between NLPHL
and THRLBCL led pathologists to suspect a link between these
entities, which was reinforced by shared mutations in SOCS1,
DUSP2, SGK1, and JUNB, all characteristic of ST2 (Hartmann
et al., 2016; Schuhmacher et al., 2019).
Validation of the LymphGen Classification
To evaluate the reproducibility of the LymphGen algorithm in
identifying genetic subtypes of DLBCL, we used it to assign tumors from two validation cohorts to genetic subtypes (Figure S4A
and Table S1). The first cohort (n = 304) was used previously to
identify DLBCL subtypes (denoted ‘‘Harvard’’) and was analyzed
for exomic mutations, copy number in selected genomic regions,
and BCL2/BCL6 rearrangements (Chapuy et al., 2018). A second
cohort (n = 332) was used previously to identify signatures of
poor prognosis in DLBCL (denoted ‘‘BCC’’) and was analyzed
here for mutations in 82 lymphoma-associated genes as well
as for whole-genome copy-number aberrations (Table S2) (Ennishi et al., 2019a).
Because each of the DLBCL cohorts had different data types
available, we designed LymphGen to function using various
combinations of mutational data (whole-exome or gene panel resequencing), copy-number data (regional or whole genome), and
rearrangement data for BCL2 and BCL6. Given the robust performance of LymphGen with varying genetic inputs (Figure S4B),
we have implemented LymphGen for general research use at
https://llmpp.nih.gov/lymphgen/index.php.
To compare the LymphGen-assigned subtypes between the
cohorts, we first normalized the cohorts to be equivalent to a
population-based DLBCL cohort with respect to overall COO
composition (Scott et al., 2015), given the relationship between
COO and the genetic subtypes. In these normalized cohorts,
the prevalences of the gene subtypes were roughly comparable
(Figure 4A), as were their COO compositions (Figure 4B). Moreover, in the Harvard cohort, each LymphGen subtype was drawn
predominantly from a single genetic ‘‘cluster,’’ as defined previously (Chapuy et al., 2018), with a 75% overall agreement between the analytic methodologies (Figure S4C).
The genetic features associated with each subtype in the three
cohorts were generally comparable in prevalence (Figure 4C). To
evaluate this genetic coherence quantitatively, we iteratively
computed LymphGen subtype scores based on gene sets in
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which one subtype-defining genetic feature was left out, and statistically compared the scores between tumors in which the
omitted genetic feature was present or absent. By this metric,
we observed significant similarity in the genetic coherence of
features defining the MCD, BN2, EZB, and ST2 subtypes in the
two validation cohorts (p % 6.3 3 107; Table S3); N1 could
not be evaluated by this method due to the statistical dominance
of NOTCH1 mutations. Since A53 is defined primarily by copynumber alterations and TP53 inactivation, we instead statistically
evaluated the relationship between the number of copy-number
alterations in each case with TP53 mutations and/or deletion,
which again revealed significant genetic similarity between the
cohorts (p % 4.4 3 109; Table S3).
We next evaluated the survival of patients assigned to LymphGen subtypes in each cohort. The overall survival characteristics
of the cohorts were distinct, most likely reflecting accrual bias (Figure S5A, Table S1). Nonetheless, the genetic subtypes defined in
each cohort had similar associations with overall survival, as
judged by the Kaplan-Meier method (Figure 4D). Within each
cohort, MCD had an inferior survival, especially when compared
with ST2 and BN2. Among ABC cases in each cohort, BN2 was
favorable, especially when compared with MCD and A53. Among
GCB cases, EZB had an inferior survival compared with ST2. Given
these consistent survival trends, we used data from all three cohorts to estimate joint hazard ratios (Figure 4E). In this model, the
survival of MCD was inferior to ST2, BN2, and all non-MCD patients (p < 0.001); the survival of BN2 was favorable compared
with MCD, A53, and all non-BN2 patients within ABC (p < 0.01);
and the survival of EZB was inferior to ST2 within GCB (p = 0.032).
While the genetic subtypes clearly subdivided the outcomes
within the ABC and GCB gene expression subgroups, the
reverse was also true. Within BN2 and A53, the COO subgroups
had significantly disparate survival characteristics (Figure S5B),
demonstrating that tumor genotype and phenotype must both
be considered when attempting to understand the response to
therapy.
Subtypes of EZB DLBCL with Distinct Genetic,
Phenotypic, and Clinical Attributes
Given the recent demonstration that GCB DLBCL can be subdivided into prognostic subtypes by two gene expression signatures (MHG and DHIT), we investigated how this phenotypic
distinction was related to the DLBCL genetic subtypes (Ennishi
et al., 2019a; Sha et al., 2019). Since these signatures were
correlated in the NCI cohort (p = 1.5 3 1014), we focused on
DHIT for simplicity. This signature was initially identified using
the subset of GCB tumors that have BCL2 and MYC rearrangements (‘‘double hit’’), which are known to have a poor prognosis,
but could also identify a larger subset of GCB tumors with an
inferior prognosis (Ennishi et al., 2019a).
Using the NCI cohort, we investigated the relationship of DHIT
with other gene expression signatures and genetic features.
Among GCB cases, EZB had significantly higher DHIT scores
than other subtypes (p = 0.002; Figure 5A). Likewise, among
30 GCB tumors classified as DHIT+, the majority (70%) were
either EZB or genetically composite cases with features of EZB
and A53 (Figure 5B).
The gene expression signatures most correlated with DHIT
were two that distinguish BL from DLBCL: the MHG signature
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Figure 4. Validation of the LymphGen Classification
(A) Prevalence of DLBCL subtypes classified by LymphGen.
(B) Prevalence of COO subgroups within genetic subtypes.
(C) Prevalence of the indicated genetic features within the genetic subtypes defined in the Harvard and BCC cohorts in comparison with the NCI cohort.
(D) Kaplan-Meier plots of overall survival within the indicated DLBCL cohorts, in all cases, ABC cases, or GCB cases, as indicated.
(E) Hazard ratios (log2 transformed) for the indicated comparisons between LymphGen subtypes in the indicated DLBCL cohorts. Error bars denote SEM.
Significance: ****p % 0.0001; ***p % 0.001; **p % 0.01; *p % 0.05. See also Figures S4 and S5; Tables S1, S2, and S3.

and GCB-4, defined as the subset of genes characteristically expressed in normal GC B cells that are expressed more highly in
BL than in DLBCL (Dave et al., 2006) (Table S4). Signatures of intermediate- and dark-zone GC B cells were also correlated
(GCB-9 and GCB-10, respectively), suggesting that DHIT reflects dynamic changes in GC B cell differentiation. DHIT was
also correlated with signatures of MYC activity, notably
MYCUp-4, consisting of genes that are induced by MYC and
are direct MYC binding targets (Zeller et al., 2006). DHIT also
correlated with a signature of adverse survival in DLBCL
(Prolif-6) that includes MYC and its target genes GNL3 and
NPM3 (Rosenwald et al., 2002).
We therefore hypothesized that DHIT is a composite signature
that reflects both GC B cell differentiation and MYC activity. We
used GCB-4 and MycUp-4 to represent these phenotypes, given

their strong association with DHIT by gene set enrichment analysis (Figure 5C). A linear model combining these signatures was
significantly correlated with DHIT (Figure 5D) and accounted for
60.2% of DHIT variance among EZB cases within GCB.
GCB patients with DHIT– tumors had a better survival than
those with DHIT+ tumors (Figure S6A), in part reflecting the
enrichment among DHIT– cases of the prognostically favorable
ST2, BN2, and A53 subtypes. Within the EZB subset of GCB,
the survival of DHIT+ was significantly worse than DHIT–, which
was not true in the non-EZB subset (Figure 5E), leading us to
confine our investigation of DHIT to EZB.
We next explored the association of genetic features with the
DHIT+ and DHIT– subsets of EZB GCB cases (Figure 5F). The
majority of EZB-defining genetic features were observed
comparably in these two subsets with the exception of GNA13
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Figure 5. Genetic Analysis of the DHIT Signature
(A) Relative expression of DHIT in the indicated subtypes within GCB DLBCL. Error bars indicate SEM.
(B) Prevalence of subtypes within DHIT+ GCB DLBCL.
(C) Gene set enrichment analysis of DHIT versus the GCB-4 and MYCUp-4 signatures. Cases are ranked by T statistic, with high expression of the DHIT signature
to the left. Kolmogorov-Smirnov p values are shown.
(D) Correlation between the DHIT score and a linear model score derived using GCB-4 and MYCUp-4 signature averages. Each dot is an EZB case. A F-test
p value with two degrees of freedom is shown.
(E) Kaplan-Meier plots of survival for DHIT+ and DHIT– cases among EZB (left) and non-EZB (right) GCB cases. p Values are calculated using a log rank test.
(F) Genetic features that distinguish EZB-MYC+ (DHIT+) from EZB-MYC– (DHIT–) GCB DLBCL (top two panels), and features shared by EZB-MYC+ and EZB-MYC–
(bottom panel). Log10 p value (pval) is based on the difference in prevalence between EZB-MYC+ and EZB-MYC– cases. ns, not significant.
(G) Prevalence of genetic features that distinguish EZB-MYC+ from EZB-MYC– in BL.
See also Figure S6 and Table S4.

mutations, which were more prevalent among DHIT+ than DHIT–
cases (p = 0.025). In keeping with a role for MYC in DHIT+ cases,
MYC rearrangements, amplifications, and mutations were significantly enriched in these tumors (p = 0.0079). Mutations or homozygous deletions of TP53 were more than twice as prevalent in
DHIT+ than DHIT– cases, while the tumor suppressor DDX3X
was mutated in one-third of DHIT+ tumors but never in DHIT– tumors. FOXO1, a transcription factor (TF) that is inactivated by
PI3K signaling, was targeted by mutations more than 3 times
as often in DHIT+ cases. Conversely, DHIT– cases were significantly enriched in mutations targeting the NF-kB regulators
A20 (TNFAIP3) and CARD11, as well as deletions of the tumor
suppressor TP73. We were able to use the genetic data to create
a probabilistic model of EZB-MYC+ versus EZB-MYC– that could
distinguish these subtypes effectively (Figure S6B; permutation
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p value = 0.004, see STAR Methods). Given the association of
MYC abnormalities with DHIT+ EZB cases, we hereafter refer
to DHIT+ EZB as ‘‘EZB-MYC+’’ and DHIT– EZB as ‘‘EZB-MYC–’’.
Genes preferentially mutated in EZB-MYC+ were also
frequently mutated in BL whereas those preferentially mutated
in EZB-MYC– were not (Figure 5G). However, some genetic aberrations that define BL, such as ID3 and TCF3 mutations
(Schmitz et al., 2012), were not observed in EZB-MYC+. Thus,
the genetic program adopted by EZB-MYC+ is shared by BL,
but these lymphomas are genetically distinct.
Phenotypic Distinctions between Genetic Subtypes
Gene expression signatures offer glimpses into tumor phenotypes that are differentially manifested in DLBCL genetic subtypes (Schmitz et al., 2018). We identified signatures whose
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Figure 6. Gene Expression Signature Expression in DLBCL Subtypes
Shown is average log2 expression of signature genes in each subtype versus other DLBCL samples in the NCI cohort. Error bars denote SEM. See also Table S5.

average expression was significantly associated with one or
more genetic subtypes (Figure 6 and Table S5). The subtypes
differed with respect to various malignant attributes, with MCD
and EZB-MYC+ highly expressing signatures of proliferation
and MYC activity, while N1 instead expressed a signature of
quiescence. MYC induces ribosome biogenesis (Dang, 2013)
and, accordingly, EZB-MYC+ tumors highly expressed a ribosomal protein signature. Metabolic distinctions between the
subtypes included high expression of glycolytic pathway enzymes in ST2, consistent with a Warburg effect, and high expression of lipid synthetic enzymes in EZB-MYC+.
The subtypes appeared to derive from distinct B cell differentiation stages, with a signature of GC B cells characterizing EZB
and ST2. EZB-MYC– tumors resembled GC light-zone cells
whereas EZB-MYC+ tumors resembled intermediate-zone cells
(Milpied et al., 2018), which are likely generated from light-zone
cells by MYC expression (Dominguez-Sola et al., 2012). Genes
repressed by BCL6 in the GC were lowest in EZB-MYC+ tumors,
and genes transactivated by another GC TF, TCF3, were highest
in EZB and ST2 tumors.
MCD and N1 lacked GC signature expression, with N1 instead
expressing a memory B cell signature (Suan et al., 2017), suggesting a post-GC origin. MCD tumors had high expression of
the TFs IRF4 (p = 5.1 3 107) and OCT2 (POU2F2) (p = 1.3 3

104) and their respective target genes. Although both IRF4
and OCT2 promote GC B cell differentiation to plasma cells
(Hodson et al., 2016; Sciammas et al., 2006), MCD had low
expression of a plasma cell signature, likely due to inactivation
of Blimp-1 (PRDM1), which is required for plasma cell
differentiation.
NF-kB target genes were highly expressed in MCD but not
EZB, as expected (Davis et al., 2001), but were also high in
BN2 and ST2. As expected, p53 target genes were lowest in
A53 tumors, and NOTCH target genes were significantly upregulated in N1 and BN2. ST2 expressed a signature of PI3K signaling
highly, potentially due to SGK1 inactivation, as well as a signature of JAK2 signaling, consistent with SOCS1 and DUSP2
inactivation.
The tumor microenvironments of the subtypes were strikingly
discordant: N1 expressed signatures of multiple immune cell
types while A53 and EZB-MYC+ tumors were relatively low for
all immune signatures. T cell signatures were selectively low in
MCD, potentially stemming from defective antigen presentation
due to genetic abnormalities or to their high IL10 expression relative to other DLBCLs (p = 1.7 3 1011) (Mittal and Roche, 2015).
A GC TFH signature was highest in EZB-MYC– tumors, consistent
with their similarity to GC light-zone cells, but was lower in EZBMYC+ and ST2, despite their GC derivation. The stromal-1
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signature, which is prognostically favorable and reflects a
fibrotic, macrophage-rich microenvironment (Lenz et al.,
2008a), was upregulated in EZB-MYC– and ST2 tumors, befitting
their relatively favorable outcomes.
Functional Genomics of DLBCL Genetic Subtypes
We next considered whether the DLBCL genetic subtypes might
offer insights into the response to targeted therapy. Many
lymphoid malignancies, including DLBCL, respond to BTK inhibitors, which block the transmission of signals from the BCR to
NF-kB (Davis et al., 2010). Genetic lesions targeting the BCR
pathway are prevalent in DLBCL but are differentially enriched
in the genetic subtypes (Figures 7A and 7B). Mutations that activate the BCR subunit CD79B were confined to MCD, BN2, and
A53, whereas mutations targeting the CD79A BCR subunit
were enriched in EZB, suggesting qualitatively distinct roles of
CD79A and CD79B mutations in lymphomagenesis. MCD tumors were enriched in the MYD88L265P mutation, a hallmark of
tumors in which the My-T-BCR protein supercomplex activates
NF-kB (Phelan et al., 2018). By contrast, BN2 tumors acquired
PRKCB, BCL10, and TRAF6 mutations that may promote the formation or function of the CARD11-BCL10-MALT1 (CBM) protein
complex, and also frequently acquired mutations inactivating
TNFAIP3 (A20) and TNIP, thereby promoting IkB kinase activity.
In aggregate, BN2 and MCD had the highest prevalence of genetic lesions altering BCR-dependent NF-kB signaling, while
N1 and EZB had the lowest prevalence (Figure 7B). Finally, it is
notable that each genetic subtype acquired lesions targeting
known negative regulators of proximal BCR signaling, suggesting that BCR signaling has a pervasive influence on lymphomagenesis (Figure 7B).
The survival of ABC cell lines relies on engagement of autoreactive BCRs by self-antigens, whereas GCB models rely on
an antigen-independent, ‘‘toncogenic’’ form of BCR signaling
(Havranek et al., 2017; Young et al., 2015, 2019). Consistent
with this model, self-reactive BCRs with the VH4-34 immunoglobulin (Ig) heavy-chain variable (VH) region are enriched among
ABC tumors (Young et al., 2015). We assembled the expressed
IgVH regions in tumors in the NCI cohort using RNA-sequencing
data and observed that VH4-34 was the dominant IgVH region in
MCD, BN2, and A53, suggesting that these subtypes may rely
upon self-antigen-dependent chronic active BCR signaling (Figure 7C). These subtypes were also distinctive in their use of IgM
BCRs, which in normal B cells promote proliferation rather than
differentiation (Dogan et al., 2009).
To functionally evaluate the BCR pathway in DLBCL, we used
cell lines that bear genetic hallmarks of the genetic subtypes
(Table S6). We first investigated whether the negative regulators
of proximal BCR signaling that are genetically inactivated in
DLBCL modulate chronic active BCR signaling in DLBCL
models. We assayed the relative ability of cells to survive in the
presence of submaximal concentrations of the BTK inhibitor
ibrutinib as an effective proxy for BCR signaling strength (Wilson
et al., 2015b). In Cas9-expressing models of MCD and BN2, we
knocked out various BCR-negative regulators by expressing
short guide RNAs (sgRNAs) together with GFP and quantified
the relative numbers of live, GFP+/sgRNA+ cells in the presence
of ibrutinib compared with DMSO-treated cultures. Knockout of
each BCR-negative regulator promoted survival in ibrutinib, as
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did knockout of the NF-kB negative regulators A20 (TNFAIP3)
and TNIP1, whereas a control sgRNA had no effect (Figure 7D).
To investigate essential pathways in the genetic subtypes, we
performed whole-genome loss-of-function CRISPR screens in
Cas9-expressing models of MCD (TMD8, HBL1, OCI-Ly10),
BN2 (Riva), and EZB (OCI-Ly1, SUDHL4, WSU-DLCL2) (Phelan
et al., 2018). For each gene targeted by the sgRNA library, we
calculated a CRISPR screen score (see STAR Methods), with
negative scores indicating an essential gene (Table S7). Based
on this metric, all three subtypes depended on the BCR subunits
CD79A and CD79B (Figure 7E), whereas only MCD and BN2
models depended on signaling proteins downstream of the
BCR that activate NF-kB. Of particular note, BTK was essential
in the MCD and BN2 models but not in the EZB models (Figure 7E). Previous studies have focused on the intense addiction
of MCD models to BCR-dependent NF-kB signaling (Davis et al.,
2010; Phelan et al., 2018), but the contribution of BCR signaling
in BN2 was not anticipated. Constitutive BCR signaling in the
BN2 model was confirmed by knockdown of IgM or CD79A,
which decreased phosphorylation of LYN, SYK, and BTK (Figure 7F). Accordingly, the growth of Riva xenografts was strongly
suppressed by low doses of ibrutinib (Figure 7G), whereas
similar doses of ibrutinib only modestly suppressed the growth
of MCD xenografts (Figure S7).
We further used the whole-genome CRISPR data to predict
the dependency of MCD, BN2, and EZB on other signaling and
regulatory pathways that can by targeted by clinically available
drugs (Figure 7E). Two master regulatory TFs in ABC DLBCL,
IRF4 and SPIB, were selectively essential in the MCD and BN2
but not EZB models, which is notable since they can be downregulated by lenalidomide (Yang et al., 2012). MCD models depended on the IL-10 receptor a and b subunits, JAK1 and
STAT3, consistent with autocrine IL-10 signaling in this subtype
(Lam et al., 2008; Rui et al., 2016). The PRC2 chromatin
repressor complex was especially essential in the EZB models,
all of which had gain-of-function EZH2 mutations. The PI3K
pathway, which can be activated by BCR signaling in ABC and
GCB subtypes (Young et al., 2019), was essential in models of
all three subtypes. BCL2 was also pan-essential, whereas
BCL-XL (BCL2L1) was selectively required in the MCD models.
DISCUSSION
The extreme genetic and phenotypic heterogeneity of DLBCL
presents a challenge to the development of precision therapies.
Here, we provide a genetic framework from which to understand
therapeutic responses in subsets of DLBCL tumors defined by
shared pathogenesis. The DLBCL taxonomy defined by the
LymphGen algorithm unifies two recent genetic profiling studies
(Chapuy et al., 2018; Schmitz et al., 2018) and was also evident in
the independent BCC cohort. This classification breaks DLBCL
into seven genetic subtypes that differ with respect to oncogenic
pathway engagement, gene expression phenotype, tumor
microenvironment, survival rates, and potential therapeutic targets (Figure 8A). As such, this taxonomy provides a roadmap
for understanding the biological diversity encompassed within
the pathological diagnosis of DLBCL and will likely shed light
on the heterogeneous responses of DLBCL to cytotoxic and
molecularly targeted therapies.
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Figure 7. Functional Genomics Using Models of DLBCL Genetic Subtypes
(A) Contribution of each genetic subtype to the indicated genetic aberrations in the BCR-dependent NF-kB pathway. The color bar associated with each gene
illustrates the prevalences of each subtype, as indicated, estimated using the NCI cohort and adjusting for a population-based distribution of COO subgroups
(see STAR Methods).
(B) Fraction of DLBCL subtype cases with genetic alterations targeting the BCR-dependent NF-kB pathway or negative regulators of proximal BCR signaling.
(C) Top: fraction of cases expressing the IgVH4-34 variable region or other IgVH regions. Bottom: fraction of cases expressing the indicated Ig heavy chain (IgH)
constant regions.
(D) CRISPR-mediated knockout of BCR and NF-kB-negative regulators promotes survival in models of MCD and BN2 DLBCL. Cas9+ cells expressing the
indicated sgRNAs with GFP were cocultured with parental (GFP–) cells for the indicated times in ibrutinib. Increasing values indicate relative ibrutinib resistance of
the sgRNA+ cells.
(E) Genome-wide CRISPR loss-of-function screens. The indicated Cas9+ models of MCD, BN2, and EZB were transduced with a genome-wide sgRNA library,
and the sgRNA abundance was quantified before and after 3 weeks in culture. Asterisk: targeted by approved or investigational drugs.
(F) Effect of BCR knockdown on signaling in a BN2 model. Riva cells were transduced with the indicated small hairpin RNAs (shRNA) and the effect on BCR
signaling was assessed by immunoblotting for the indicated proteins. Ctrl, control.
(G) Effect of ibrutinib on Riva xenograft growth. Following tumor establishment, mice (n = 5/group) were treated with the indicated ibrutinib doses or vehicle
control.
See also Figure S7; Tables S6 and S7.

Our investigation provides insight into the mechanisms by
which tumors in a DLBCL genetic subtype acquire a shared genetic program (Figure 8B). In one model, the epigenetic nature of
a subtype’s cell of origin necessitates certain oncogenic events

that endow the B cell precursor with the hallmarks of cancer.
Support for this model comes from the observation that the genetic subtypes differ in the expression of B cell differentiation signatures. Alternatively, a precursor B cell may randomly acquire a
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Figure 8. Implications of the DLBCL Genetic Subtypes for Pathogenesis and Therapy
(A) Summary of the relationship between DLBCL COO subgroups and the genetic subtypes (left). The genetic themes, phenotypic attributes, clinical correlates,
and treatment implications of each subtype are shown at right. Prevalences were estimated using the NCI cohort, adjusting for a population-based distribution of
COO subgroups (see STAR Methods). dep., dependent; FDC, follicular dendritic cell; LZ, light zone; IZ, intermediate zone.
(B) Models of selection for shared genetic features in DLBCL subtypes.
(C) Models accounting for genetic attributes shared by DLBCL genetic subtypes and indolent NHLs.
(D) Model of EZB-MYC+ and EZB-MYC– evolution.

‘‘founder’’ genetic lesion, the nature of which dictates the subsequent selection of secondary genetic lesions. For example, MYC
overexpression kills normal cells unless they also have lesions
that prevent cell death, such as the BCL2 translocations that
occur in the EZB-MYC+ subtype (Evan et al., 1992). Our probabilistic approach raises a third, hybrid possibility. A substantial
subset of DLBCL tumors (5.7%) had a high probability of
belonging to more than one genetic subtype. This suggests a
model in which one genetic program is adopted by a tumor
initially and a second is subsequently acquired because it confers an additional selective advantage (Figure 8B). Future work
will be needed to understand whether therapeutic sensitivity or
562 Cancer Cell 37, 551–568, April 13, 2020

resistance of such genetically composite lymphomas is dictated
largely by one of its genetic programs or is influenced by each
program.
Several of the DLBCL genetic subtypes have intriguing similarities to more indolent lymphoma types: BN2 resembles MZLs,
EZB resembles FL, and ST2 resembles both NLPHL and
THRLBCL. Three models could account for these genetic relationships (Figure 8C). A ‘‘direct evolution’’ model suggests that
some DLBCL patients have a concurrent but undiagnosed lowgrade malignancy that acquires additional genetic lesions, transforming it into DLBCL. Consistent with this model, pathologists
recognize histologically ‘‘composite lymphomas’’ that have, at

diagnosis of DLBCL, evidence of a concurrent low-grade lymphoma in the same biopsy (Kuppers et al., 2014). For example,
in composite lymphomas with both marginal zone and large
cell components, the large cells frequently acquire BCL6 translocations, as is typical of BN2 (Flossbach et al., 2011). A
‘‘branched evolution’’ model posits the existence of a premalignant B cell clone that can become an indolent lymphoma or a
DLBCL, depending on the nature of additional genetic alterations
it acquires. In some cases of transformed FL, for example, the
transformed lymphoma shares some of the genetic features
with the antecedent FL, but each lymphoma type has genetic attributes not shared by the other (Green et al., 2013). Recent
studies of patients with autoimmune diseases uncovered B cell
clones that expand pathogenically with the acquisition of mutations characteristic of DLBCL genetic subtypes, suggesting that
such cells could serve as a reservoir that can readily evolve into
either an indolent or aggressive lymphoma (Malecka et al., 2018;
Singh et al., 2020). In a final ‘‘convergent evolution’’ model, it is
formally possible that indolent lymphomas and DLBCL subtypes
separately select the same genetic programs to acquire a particular oncogenic phenotype while differing in other attributes.
Future genetic studies of composite and transformed lymphomas may shed light on these evolutionary models.
The sequential tumor evolution model most likely accounts for
the genetic relationship between EZB-MYC+ and EZB-MYC–,
which emerged from our study of the DHIT signature (Ennishi
et al., 2019a). The relatively inferior outcome of DHIT+ DLBCL
is not only due to the association of EZB-MYC+ with adverse survival but also to the enrichment of DHIT– cases in ST2, BN2, and
A53, all of which have good outcomes among GCB cases. While
EZB-MYC– and EZB-MYC+ share a substantial genetic program,
EZB-MYC+ is enriched in aberrations in MYC and four other
genes that are frequently mutated in BL. These tumors also expressed the subset of genes expressed by normal GC B cells
that are at higher levels in BL than DLBCL (Dave et al., 2006).
These genetic and phenotypic associations suggest that EZBMYC+ should be considered a genetic subtype of DLBCL that
arises from EZB-MYC– tumors with the acquisition of these genetic lesions (Figures 8A and 8D).
‘‘Double-hit’’ lymphomas harboring translocations of MYC
and BCL2 have been associated with inferior survival in most series. Importantly, not all EZB-MYC+ cases are ‘‘double hit:’’ only
38% of these cases had a MYC abnormality while 78% had a
BCL2 translocation. Nonetheless, EZB-MYC+ cases expressed
genes that are direct targets of MYC (Zeller et al., 2006), suggesting either that they have cryptic genetic abnormalities that
deregulate MYC, as described by Hilton et al. (2019), or have
other mechanisms to enhance MYC function. The EZB-MYC+
subtype thus expands the concept of ‘‘double-hit’’ lymphoma
while still identifying DLBCL patients with relatively adverse outcomes. Of note, among non-EZB GCB cases, the DHIT signature
was not associated with adverse outcome. Hence, the EZBMYC+ and EZB-MYC– distinction refines the DHIT signature to
focus on GCB cases with an inferior prognosis.
Another intriguing genetic relationship links the MCD subtype
to primary extranodal lymphomas, including those involving immune-privileged sites. Mutations in MCD-defining genes are
also characteristic of primary skin, breast, uterus, adrenal, and
intravascular lymphomas, supporting the hypothesis that these

tissues confer ‘‘relative’’ immune privilege (Shechter et al.,
2013). Notably, MCD tumors arising primarily in lymph nodes
often secondarily involved immune-privileged sites. Moreover,
MCD genomes are extensively modified by immunoediting (Matsushita et al., 2012), characterized by one or more lesions impairing MHC class I antigen presentation or the activation of T and
NK cells. Primary central nervous system lymphomas (PCNSLs)
also genetically abrogate immune responsiveness despite
arising in an immune-privileged site (Chapuy et al., 2016). These
observations suggest a quantitative, not qualitative, model for
immune evasion by MCD-like aggressive lymphomas in which
these tumors must acquire multiple lesions affecting immune
recognition and/or grow in relatively (but not absolutely) immune-privileged sites to become ‘‘invisible’’ to immune
surveillance.
Our combined genetic, phenotypic, functional, and clinical
data demonstrate that the DLBCL genetic subtypes differ strikingly in their response to standard immunochemotherapy and
may also respond differentially to targeted therapies (Figure 8A).
Genetic lesions targeting the BCR-dependent NF-kB pathway
were most frequent in the BN2, MCD, and A53 subtypes as
was the autoreactive VH4-34 variable region, suggesting that
these subtypes may be sensitive to BTK inhibitors. Indeed,
MCD-like tumors with MYD88L265P and CD79B mutations have
been associated with a high rate of response to ibrutinib
(R80%) in relapsed DLBCL and in PCNSL (Grommes et al.,
2017; Lionakis et al., 2017; Wilson et al., 2015b). Among the genetic subtypes, BN2 had the highest prevalence of lesions
affecting the BCR-dependent NF-kB pathway. Moreover, a
BN2 model was highly sensitive to ibrutinib. These considerations support the clinical evaluation of BTK inhibitors in BN2.
The PI3K pathway was essential in MCD, BN2, and EZB
models, likely for different mechanistic reasons. Other molecular
targets in MCD and BN2 include the master regulatory TFs IRF4
and SPIB, which are both downregulated in expression by lenalidomide, a drug that has shown promise in combination with
other agents in DLBCL (Goy et al., 2019; Wilson et al., 2015a;
Yang et al., 2012). IkB kinase activity, which is required in MCD
and BN2 models, can be attenuated by BET inhibitors targeting
BRD4 (Ceribelli et al., 2014). MCD models rely on autocrine IL-10
receptor signaling to activate JAK1 and STAT3 (Rui et al., 2016),
and a selective JAK1 inhibitor, INCB040093, has shown activity
in combination with a PI3Kd inhibitor in non-GCB DLBCL (Phillips
et al., 2018). The MYD88L265P isoform in MCD models spontaneously coordinates a signaling complex involving IRAK1 and
IRAK4 (Ngo et al., 2011) supporting the evaluation of IRAK4 inhibitors in MCD, especially in combination with a BTK inhibitor
(Kelly et al., 2015). EZB models bearing an EZH2 mutation
were preferentially reliant on the PRC2 repressor complex and
thus may respond preferentially to EZH2 inhibitors. BCL2 was
required in MCD, BN2, and EZB models while BCL-XL was additionally essential in MCD, suggesting that agents such as venetoclax or navitoclax may provide benefit (Mathews Griner
et al., 2014).
Given the above evidence that R-CHOP chemotherapy and
targeted therapies may be differentially active in particular genetic subtypes, we feel that the LymphGen algorithm will be a
useful tool in DLBCL clinical trials that extends the utility of
gene expression-based assays. We speculate that the
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LymphGen classification will find initial utility in the retrospective
analysis of clinical trials. Faced with the genetic complexity of
DLBCL, it is challenging to identify and statistically verify the association of individual genetic alterations with clinical outcome,
given the problem of multiple hypothesis testing. This problem
is mitigated by the fact that there are only seven DLBCL genetic
subtypes. Because these subtypes differentially acquire mutations in particular signaling and regulatory pathways and have
distinct microenvironmental compositions, we anticipate that
they may differ in response to therapies targeting oncogenic
signaling pathways as well as immunotherapies. Ultimately, if a
DLBCL genetic subtype is enriched for therapeutic responses,
it could be used as a selection criterion for an expansion cohort
in a subsequent clinical trial. We have made the LymphGen algorithm publicly accessible at https://llmpp.nih.gov/lymphgen/
index.php in order facilitate its use in DLBCL clinical trials and
accelerate the development of improved therapies for these
aggressive cancers.
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NA
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TIBCO Spotfire S+ 8.2 for Windows

NA
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LEAD CONTACT AND MATERIALS AVAILABILITY
Correspondence and requests regarding this manuscript should be sent to and will be fulfilled by the lead investigator Dr. Louis
Staudt (lstaudt@mail.nih.gov). This study did not generate any new unique reagents.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Cell Lines
All cell lines were obtained from the sources indicated in the Key Resources Table. Cell lines were cultured 37 C with 5% CO2 and
maintained in Advanced RPMI (GIBCO) supplemented with fetal bovine serum (Tet tested, Atlanta Biologics,) and 1% pen/strep and
1% L-glutamine (GIBCO). Cell line identity was validated with a custom 16 primer PCR DNA fingerprinting assay and compared to
historical DNA controls obtained from the source of the material and regularly tested for mycoplasma using the MycoAlert Mycoplasma Detection Kit (Lonza). 293FT cells were ordered from ThermoFisher and maintained in DMEM media supplemented with
1% pen/strep and 1% L-glutamine (GIBCO) supplemented with 10% FBS.
Mice
All mouse experiments were approved by the National Cancer Institute Animal Care and Use Committee (NCI-ACUC) and were performed in accordance with NCI-ACUC guidelines and under approved protocol (MB-086). Female NSG (non-obese diabetic (NOD)/
severe combined immunodeficient (SCID)/Il2rg/) mice were obtained from NCI Fredrick Biological Testing Branch and used for
the xenograft experiments between 6 and 8 weeks of age.
METHOD DETAILS
LymphGen Algorithm Development
Overview
Our goal was to design an algorithm that would calculate the probability of a given DLBCL sample belonging to one of 6 defined
genetic subtypes, and to assign the sample to a subtype(s) based on these probabilities. Because genome analysis of patient
samples is not always comprehensive, we designed LymphGen to use as input any combination of mutational data, copy number data, and BCL2/BCL6 rearrangement data, allowing for any platform besides mutational data to be omitted. Mutational data
can be derived from whole exome/genome sequencing or from targeted panel resequencing. Copy number data can be binned
to 4 classes (amplification, gain, heterozygous deletion, homozygous deletion) or can be binned into just 2 classes (increased or
decreased). For analyses in which copy number data are not available, LymphGen operates in a 5-subtype mode, omitting A53
since it is defined predominantly by copy number abnormalities. We used data from the NCI cohort (Schmitz et al., 2018) to
model the performance of LymphGen given various types of input data and calculated the sensitivity, specificity and precision
(positive predictive value) for the subtype assignments compared with the assignments using all data types optimally (Figure S4B). As expected, models lacking BCL2 rearrangements suffered in predicting EZB and models lacking BCL6 rearrangements data suffered in predicting BN2. A lack of copy number data primarily affected prediction of EZB, MCD and ST2. Nonetheless, models constructed only from mutational data performed acceptably, with sensitivity above 81%, specificity above
98%, and precision above 79%. A web-based implementation of the LymphGen algorithm is available for public research
use at https://llmpp.nih.gov/lymphgen/index.php .
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Revision of Genclass Procedure
Much of the hierarchical modeling methodology used by LymphGen, particularly as it relates to the definition of features, relies on the
methods defined in the statistical supplement of ref. (Schmitz et al., 2018).
As a first step towards developing a classifier, we used an expanded version of our previous Genclass iterative prediction method.
This expansion added two new classes (A53 and ST2) and incorporated synonymous mutations into the predictor. Other than the
modifications listed below, the Genclass algorithm was implemented as previously described (Schmitz et al., 2018).
1. With the addition of ST2 and A53, the number of possible classifications (including ‘‘Other’’) was expanded from 5 to 7.
2. We used the final Genclass classification from the Schmitz paper as a starting seed for the BN2, EZB, MCD, and N1 groups.
3. Samples previously classified as ‘‘Other’’ and with SGK1 truncations, P2RY8 mutations, or TET2 mutations were set to ST2 in
the initial seed.
4. Samples previously classified as ‘‘Other’’ and not part of the ST2 core that had either a) both a TP53 mutation and a single-copy
TP53 loss, or b) a homozygous TP53 deletion were set to A53 in the initial seed.
5. To account for the fact that synonymous and non-coding mutations may be useful in identifying the presence of somatic hypermutation, a ‘‘Synon’’ feature is considered for each gene. These features, in additional to all of the mutations that affect protein
coding, include all synonymous mutations within 4kb of the transcription start site, whether in the coding region or in the
5’ UTR.
6. When identifying features associated with the A53 subgroup, focal single-copy losses were included as potential copy-number
features, even when not combined with mutations.
7. When identifying features associated with the A53 subgroup, ‘‘GAIN’’ features—consisting of samples for which the gene was
covered by a segment of 30MB or less, which indicated a copy-number increase of one or more copies— were included as
potential copy-number features. These were distinct from the Amplification (AMP) features, which required an increase of
at least two copies. Also, combinations of gains with mutations or truncations were considered as potentially associated
with A53.
8. When identifying features associated with the A53 subgroup, features indicating gains, amplifications, heterozygous deletions,
or homozygous deletions of chromosome arms were identified as those samples that had at least 80% of a chromosomal arm
having a given copy-number change. Whole chromosome features were identified as those samples which had the same
copy-number feature for both arms of a chromosome.
As before, combination features which combine mutation and copy-number change features are used, provided these sub-features each include at least four samples, with at least one-half of the samples of the resulting combination having the associated mutation and one-fourth of the samples of the resulting combination having the copy-number change.
A summary of the feature definitions, and the models for which they can be used, are indicated below.
Mutation Features

Feature

Mutation Type

Mutation cutoff

Used in

MUTATION

Nonsense, Missense,
Frame Shift

Mutations at least 10% of Total reads (EXON, RNAseq,
Haloplex)

All Models

TRUNC

Nonsense

Mutations at least 10% of Total reads (EXON, RNAseq,
Haloplex)

All Models

Synon

Nonsense Missense, Frame Shift, Synonymous, 3’UTR

Mutations at least 10% of Total reads (EXON, RNAseq,
Haloplex)

All Models

SubMUTATION

Nonsense, Missense, Frame Shift

Mutations at least 10% of Total reads (EXON, RNAseq)
or 2% of Haloplex

All Models

SubTRUNC

Nonsense

Mutations at least 10% of Total reads (EXON, RNAseq)
or 2% of Haloplex

All Models

SubSynon

Nonsense Missense, Frame Shift, Synonymous, 3’UTR

Mutations at least 10% of Total reads (EXON, RNAseq)
or 2% of Haloplex

All Models
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Copy Number Features
Feature

Copy Number

Region

Used in

GAIN

3 or more

Segment 30MB or shorter

A53 model only

LOSS

1 or fewer

Segment 30MB or shorter

A53 model only

AMP

4 or more

Segment 30MB or shorter

All Models

HOMDEL

0

Segment 30MB or shorter

All Models

Arm GAIN

3 or more

80% or more of Chromsome Arm

A53 model only

Arm LOSS

1 or fewer

80% or more of Chromsome Arm

A53 model only

Arm AMP

4 or more

80% or more of Chromsome Arm

A53 model only

Arm HOMDEL

0

80% or more of Chromsome Arm

A53 model only

Chrom GAIN

3 or more

80% or more of Both Chromsome Arms

A53 model only

Chrom LOSS

1 or fewer

80% or more of Both Chromsome Arms

A53 model only

Chrom AMP

4 or more

80% or more of Both Chromsome Arms

A53 model only

Chrom HOMDEL

0

80% or more of Both Chromsome Arms

A53 model only

Combination Features

Feature

Used in

Gain MUTATION

A53 model only

Gain TRUNC

A53 model only

Gain Synon

A53 model only

Gain SubMutation

A53 model only

Gain SubTrunc

A53 model only

Gain SubSynon

A53 model only

Loss MUTATION

All Models

Loss TRUNC

All Models

Loss Synon

All Models

Loss SubMutation

All Models

Loss SubTrunc

All Models

Loss SubSynon

All Models

Amp MUTATION

All Models

Amp TRUNC

All Models

Amp Synon

All Models

Amp SubMutation

All Models

Amp SubTrunc

All Models

Amp SubSynon

All Models

HOMDEL MUTATION

All Models

HOMDEL TRUNC

All Models

HOMDEL Synon

All Models

HOMDEL SubMutation

All Models

HOMDEL SubTrunc

All Models

HOMDEL SubSynon

All Models

With the new seeds and the revised feature set, the Genclass algorithm was run on the Schmitz data set, resulting in 31 samples
classified as A53, 93 samples classified as BN2, 73 samples classified as EZB, 74 samples classified as MCD, 19 samples classified
as N1, 20 samples classified as ST2, and 264 samples classified as Other. This revised Genclass classification was used as the starting point for our new LymphGen classifier.
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LymphGen Methodology
The new LymphGen classifier includes several improvements. First, while previously only a single feature was allowed to be included
for each gene, the new modeling allows for multiple features for a gene to be included in a hierarchical fashion with different weights.
So, for example, both truncating and non-truncating mutations may be suggestive of a particular class, but it may be that truncating
mutations are more predictive and so are given more weight. Second, unlike Genclass, the LymphGen predictor is probabilistic,
which allows us to report the confidence of our prediction and allows a sample to share characteristics of multiple classes.
The LymphGen algorithm creates separate naı̈ve Bayes predictors for each of the six primary classes (BN2, EZB, MCD, N1, ST2,
A53), as has been done for genetic predictors of COO subgroups (Scherer et al., 2016). Each predictor will have its own set of features
and its own weights given to those features. The set of features considered for possible association with a class are the same as those
used in the Genclass prediction, with the exception that, under certain circumstances detailed below, LOSS features are allowed to
be associated with non-A53 classes. In detailing our methodology, we will begin by describing which features for a given gene are
selected in a given model. Then we will describe how those features are combined into a model of that class; and finally, we will
describe how the multiple models are combined to give a final prediction for a sample.
Measures of Feature Significance
In our prediction algorithm, we make use of two measures of significance for the relationship between a given class C and feature F.
Consider the following 2X2 table, where the entries in each cell represent the number of samples that do or do not have a given
feature and were or were not classified as a given class according to the revised Genclass prediction described above.
Class C

Not Class C

Has feature F

n11

n10

Doesn’t have feature F

n01

n00

The first measure of significance we use is ‘‘Statistical Significance,’’ defined to be the Fisher exact p value associated with the
above 2x2 table.
The second measure we use is ‘‘Effect Size,’’ as defined in terms of the log odds ratio:


n11 n00
ORðC; FÞ = log
n01 n10
We found that using the log odds ratio itself was too sensitive in the case of low-frequency features, so we shrank the significance
by subtracting its standard error.
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
1
1
SEðC; FÞ = n1
11 + n01 + n10 + n00
So that the final measure of Effect Size is given by
ESðC; FÞ = ORðC; FÞ  SEðC; FÞ
This value is undefined for cases in which one of the cells of the 2x2 matrix is equal to zero. We handle this by setting all 0 cells to be
equal to ¼, which is the value that maximizes the Effect Size as defined above.
Gene List Selection
Separate gene lists were defined for each class according to the following rules:
1. Genes are included in the model of a given class in the order of the Statistical Significance of their most statistically significant
feature.
2. If a copy-number feature of a gene/arm is included in the model, all copy-number features within 15MB are excluded from
further consideration.
3. Only those genes with at least one feature that was found in at least 20% of the class and had a statistical significance (p<0.001)
were considered.
Feature Selection within a Gene
The set of features for the LymphGen model separately considered mutations that either included or excluded subclonal events, and
either included or excluded synonymous mutations. These subclonal and synonymous mutations generally made up a small fraction
of the mutations in a given gene; so, although their inclusion or exclusion may improve model performance, there were insufficient
examples to accurately estimate weights for the different mutation types. It therefore made sense to select one of the MUTATION,
Synon, SubMUTATION or SubSynon features without further division. So, for each gene/class combination, we selected the one that
had the strongest statistical association with the subtype to use as the ‘‘mutation’’ feature. Similarly, we chose the strongest
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statistical association from among TRUNC and SubTRUNC to represent the ‘‘TRUNC’’ feature for that gene/subtype combination.
This same methodology was applied to the combination features as well; so that, for example, only one of ‘‘AMP TRUNC’’ or ‘‘AMP
SubTRUNC’’ would be chosen.
Within the copy-number features, we found it simplest and most biologically believable to assume that either increases in copy
number or decreases in copy number for a given gene or arm will be associated with a given subtype, but not both. Therefore, for
each gene/class combination, we identified the most statistically significant (non-combination) copy-number feature. If this feature
indicated an increase in copy number, then AMPs (and GAINs for the class being A53) along with their associated combination features were retained, while any features or combinations representing a loss of copy number for that gene were eliminated. If the most
significant copy-number feature indicated a loss of copy number, then the reverse is true.
Given that the changes in copy number occurred over segments that often contained multiple genes, it is not possible to distinguish
computationally which one of several adjacent genes was responsible for an observed effect, while on the basis of known biology the
effective gene is clearly identifiable. In our initial run of the algorithm, there were several instances of such a confusion occurring, and
the incorrect gene was chosen. To prevent this, we excluded copy-number features from any other gene that was within 1MB of any
of the following genes: CDKN2A, NOTCH2, REL, SPIB, USP7.
BCL2 and BCL6 fusions were also included as separate features, and if found to be significant (p<0.001) would be used as the sole
feature to represent their respective genes.
Hierarchical Feature Selection within a Gene
In our previous Genclass prediction, we restricted ourselves so that only the most significant feature would represent each gene, and
that each gene would only be associated with the modeling of a single class. In this new version, we wished to expand the possibilities
so that different gene features could be included in the same gene model and influence that model to different degrees. It may be, for
example, that truncations are more indicative of a class. To this end, we ordered our set of features for a given gene in the hierarchical
manner such that a Level 2 feature (TRUNC, AMP, HOMDEL) is a subset of a related Level 1 feature (MUTATION, GAIN, LOSS) i.e
TRUNC is a subset of MUTATION, AMP is a subset of GAIN, and HOMDEL is a subset of LOSS (Figure S8).
As stated above, GAIN and LOSS features are only included in the A53 model. For a given gene/class combination, features were
selected in line with the following rules:
1. Only features that are individually statistically significant (p<0.05) are selected.
2. If both mutation features and copy-number features are included, then combination features are excluded.
3. Level 1 features should be separated from the Level 2 features (e.g., truncations being considered distinct from non-truncating
mutations) if:
a. Both the number of samples in the class that were in the Level 2 feature but were not in the Level 1 feature, and the number of
samples that were in the Level 1 feature but not the Level 2 feature, were at least 3.
b. Even excluding those samples that had the Level 1 feature, the Level 2 feature still had an association with the class that was
statistically significant at p<0.05.
c. The Effect Size for the Level 2 feature is larger than the Effect Size for the Level 1 feature. (Biologically, we should expect a more
disruptive change to be more predictive of subtype).
4. If the Level 1 and Level 2 features are not considered distinct, then the most statistically significant one is selected and the other
excluded.
5. If only the copy number or mutation arm of the hierarchy has features selected according to the above criterion, and if the statistical significance of the most statistically significant combination feature is greater than the statistical significance of the
highest-level feature in the remaining arm, then that combination feature replaces the highest-level feature in the arm, with
any lower feature being considered as a distinct subset of the combination feature.
Example 1: ETV6 in MCD
Considering the MCD subtype and the Synon feature produced the following 2x2 table, which has an Effect Size of 2.25 and a Statistical Significance, according to the Fisher’s exact test, of 3.25x1016.

ETV6 Mutation (including synonymous)

No ETV6 mutation

Genclass MCD

32

42

Genclass Non-MCD

38

472

This was more significant than the results of similar 2x2 tables based on MUTATION, SubMUTATION or SubSynon features, so the
Synon feature was used to represent mutations going forward.
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Since this model was not for the A53 subtype, the LOSS and GAIN features were removed from consideration. The HOMDEL
feature was the next most significant copy-number feature. It produced the following 2x2 table (samples without copy-number
data are excluded) with an Effect Size of 1.24 and a p value of 0.0033.

ETV6 HOMDEL

No ETV6 HOMDEL

Genclass MCD

6

67

Genclass Non-MCD

7

480

Since there were both copy-number and mutation features that were significant with p<0.05, these features were treated separately rather than merged into a combination feature.
The TRUNC feature resulted in the following 2x2 table, which had an Effect Size of 2.57 and a Statistical Significance of 2.2x10-11.

ETV6 Truncation
Genclass MCD
Genclass Non-MCD

No ETV6 Truncation

17

57

7

493

This was more significant that the SubTRUNC feature, so the SubTRUNC feature was not used. Since it was significant with
p<0.05, had a higher Effect Size than the Synon feature, and included 7 MCD samples (3 or more), we considered the possibility
of separating the truncations from the other mutations. Excluding the truncations resulted in the following table, which had a p value
of 9.9x10-6:

Non-Truncating ETV6 mutation

No Mutation

Genclass MCD

15

42

Genclass Non-MCD

21

472

Since this significance is also less than 0.05, and there were 15 MCD samples (3 or more) with non-truncating mutations, we
confirm that the TRUNC feature should be separated from the Synon feature. If this had not resulted in a significant p value, then
only the Synon feature would have been used, since it had a better statistical significance than the TRUNC feature.
So, as a final result, we divide the samples into 4 groups according to aberrations of ETV6:

Non-Truncating
ETV6 mutation
(Including
synonymous)

Truncating
ETV6 mutation

ETV6
HOMDEL>

Genclass MCD

15

17

6

36

Genclass Non-MCD

21

7

7

465

Non-mutant
Non-HOMDEL

Example 2: IRF4 in MCD
The most significant feature for MCD associated with the IRF4 gene was the combination feature, including SubSynon and LOSS. It
can be represented by the following 2x2 table, which has an Effect Size of 0.77 and a Statistical Significance of 7.3x10-4:

IRF4 Loss or Mutation (Including synonymous or
subclonal)

No Mutation or Loss

Genclass MCD

20

53

Genclass Non-MCD

56

432
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Since the p value was less than 0.001, and the 20 MCD samples with this feature represented greater than 20% of the total set of
MCD samples, the IRF4 gene was considered for inclusion in the model. This feature was more significant than any of the mutation
features, and we found no copy-number feature that had a significance p value less than 0.05. Therefore, this combination feature
was chosen as the top of the hierarchy. However, the TRUNC feature produced the following 2x2 table with a Statistical Significance
of 0.0491 (<0.05) and an Effect Size of 0.88:
IRF4 Truncation

No IRF4 Truncation

Genclass MCD

3

71

Genclass Non-MCD

4

496

So IRF4 TRUNC was included as a sub-feature of the IRF4 Synon-LOSS combination feature.
Thus, the final result would be to divide the samples into three groups according to aberrations of IRF4:

IRF4 Loss or non-Truncating
Mutation (including synonymous
or subclonal)

Truncating
IRF4 mutation

Genclass MCD

17

3

53

Genclass Non-MCD

52

4

432

Non-mutant
Non-Loss

Single-Class Sample Prediction
In this section, we describe how we identify the likelihood that a sample is part of a particular class. Our methodology is based on a
.
categorical naive Bayes. According to naive Bayes, given a set of observations x = ½x1 ; .; xn  and a condition M we can estimate
the probability of having that condition as
.

P0 ðMÞPðð x jMÞ

.

PðMj x Þ =

.

.

P0 ðMÞPð x jMÞ + P0 ðMÞP ð x jMÞ

where P0 indicates a prior probability and M represents ‘‘not M:’’ If we ‘‘naively’’ assume that ½x1 ; .; xn  are independent, and further
assume a flat prior, then this can be rewritten as
Qn
Qn
.
i = 1 Pð xi jMÞ
i = 1 Pð xi jMÞ=Pð xi jMÞ
PðMj x Þ = Qn
=
Q
Qn
n
1
+
Pð
xjMÞ
+
Pð
x
jMÞ
i
i=1
i=1
i = 1 Pð xi jMÞ=Pð xi jMÞ
If we define


Vi = log

then this reduces to
.

PðMj x Þ =


Pð xi jMÞ
;
Pð xi MÞ

Pn 
exp i Vi
Pn  :
1 + exp
i Vi

Now suppose for a given feature, we have the following 2x2 table:

Has feature

Doesn’t have feature

Total

Class

n1

n2

N

Not Class

m1

m2

M

We can empirically estimate the likelihood of having a feature as
Pð FeaturejClassÞ = nN1 and Pð Featurejnot ClassÞ = mM1
So that


n1 =N
Vi = log
:
m1 =M
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However, as before, we find that not accounting for the degree of uncertainty in our empirical estimates resulted in an overemphasis of features with few examples. We therefore estimate the standard error of this value:
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
1 1
1
 +
 :
SEðVÞi z
n1 N m1 M
and in practice we use

 rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ !

8
n1 =N
1
1 1
1
>
>

 +

max
0;
log
>
>
m1 =M
n1 N m1 M
<
V~i =

 rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ !
>
>
n1 =N
1
1 1
1
>
>
: min 0; log
+
 +

m1 =M
n1 N m1 M


if

log


n1 =N
>0
m1 =M


if log


n1 =N
<0
m1 =M

If n1 or m1 is equal to 0, then we set them to ¼, the value that maximizes the V~i .
We then calculate the confidence that a sample is in class c as
Pn

exp i = 1 V~i
Pc =
Pn

~
1 + exp
i = 1V i
where the sum is over all genes associated with the class, and the S~i ’s are calculated based on the observed status for that sample in
gene i. If a sample matches more than one category (say for example, both a HOMDEL and a TRUNCATION for ETV6), the category
associated with the largest S~i is used.
Example 1b: ETV6 in MCD
Returning to Example 1 above, we can define an S~ETV6 for a given sample depending on what (if any) abnormality that sample had in
ETV6. The total number of MCD samples (N ) is 74, and the total number of non-MCD samples (M ) is 500. So, if sample j had a
HOMDEL for ETV6, then for that sample the following is true:
! rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
6=74
1 1 1
1
 + 
V~ETV6;j = log

= 1:21 :
7=500
6 74 7 500
If instead that sample had a truncating mutation in ETV6, then
! rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
17=74
1
1 1
1
 + 

= 2:37 :
V~ETV6;j = log
7=500
17 74 7 500
Since both of these values are positive, having either indicates an increased likelihood of a sample being MCD. If a sample had both
a HOMDEL and a truncating mutation, then the larger value (2.37) would be used.
On the other hand, if the sample was wild type for ETV6, then
! rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
36=74
1
1
1
1
 +

+
=  0:77 ;
V~ETV6;j = log
465=500
36 74 465 500
which as a negative value indicates increased likelihood that the sample is not MCD.
EXAMPLE 2B: IRF4 IN MCD
Looking back to Example 2 in the previous section, if sample j had a loss of IRF4, then
 rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

17=74
1
1 1
1
+
 + 
= 0:54 :
V~IRF4;j = log
52=500
17 74 52 500
If the sample had wild-type IRF4, then
V~IRF4;j = log

17=74
52=500

!

rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
1
1
1
 +

+
=  0:262 :
53 74 432 500

Suppose (counterfactually) that IRF4 and ETV6 were the only genes associated with MCD. Then we would calculate the confidence
value for MCD as
PMCD;j =

expðV~ETV6;j + V~IRF4;j Þ

1 + expðV~ETV6;j + V~IRF4;j Þ

:
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So, if a sample had a truncating mutation of ETV6, but was wild type for IRF4, the confidence value would be
PMCD;j =

expð2:37  :262Þ
= 0:892 :
1 + expð2:37  :262Þ

Alternatively, for a sample that was wild type for ETV6 but had a loss of IRF4, it would have a confidence value of MCD equal to
PMCD;j =

expð:77 + 0:54Þ
= 0:442 :
1 + expð0:77 + 0:54Þ

Combining Models to Generate Final Sample Call
Following the methods described above will result in each sample having confidence values between 0 and 1 for each of the 6 classes. If a sample had a confidence value between 0.5 and 0.9 in one class and less than 0.5 in all the 5 remaining classes, then the
sample is called ‘‘adjacent’’ to that first class. If a sample has a confidence value of greater than 0.9 for one class and less than 0.9 for
the 5 other remaining classes, then it is called ‘‘core’’ for that class. If a sample had a confidence value of greater than 0.9 in multiple
classes, then it is called a ‘‘composite’’ sample that has qualities of all classes for which it had a confidence value greater than 0.9. For
example, a sample may be called ‘‘composite EZB/A53’’. If a sample had no class with a confidence level greater than 0.5, or had
multiple classes with a confidence level between 0.5 and 0.9 but no classes with a confidence level greater than 0.9, then it was called
‘‘Other’’. Note that in the majority of samples, either no class had a confidence level greater than 0.5, or there would be a single class
with a confidence level greater than 0.9. So, the side cases discussed above were relatively rare.
Application of LymphGen to Imperfect Data
The data on which the LymphGen algorithm was trained included whole-exome data for all genes, complete copy-number data, and
information regarding the fusion status of BCL6 and BCL2. It further included high-coverage Haloplex data, which allowed for the
identification of subclonal events. We recognize that those who wish to use our method to predict their samples may not have all
of the features indicated in our model. For example, they may only have a limited gene panel, lack information on fusions, or lack
copy-number information. Alternatively, they may have copy-number information but lack the ability to distinguish single-copy gains
from amplifications, or perhaps they only detect high-level amplifications.
If we were to attempt to use our model as originally defined on such samples, their confidence values would be penalized for not
having features that were not tested for. Therefore, when presented with a new data set, we customize our model to match the available data on that sample. To do this, we alter the gene and hierarchical feature selection of the LymphGen algorithm (as defined
above) to exclude any feature that was not available on the data set. So for example, we would exclude features from all genes
that were not available on the tested set’s gene panel: if copy-number data were unavailable, all copy-number features would be
excluded; if BCL2 fusion information were unavailable, then that feature would be excluded (but this may result in the inclusion of
BCL2 mutations if that information was available), etc. This reduction of the set of allowable features only extends to the final development of the naı̈ve Bayes predictor. The initial Genclass results that were used as the basis to train the model remain unchanged.
We also placed the following additional restrictions on class prediction in the case of incomplete data:
1. Since the most prominent attribute of A53 is extensive copy-number changes, if a sample lacks copy-number information, the
A53 subclass is excluded from consideration and no A53 confidence is calculated.
2. Since the prediction of the N1 subtype relies exclusively on mutations of NOTCH1, if information regarding NOTCH1 mutations
is not available, then the N1 subclass is excluded from consideration and no N1 confidence is calculated.
3. With the exception of the prediction of N1 (which as stated relies solely on the N1 gene), in order for a sample to be predicted as
a particular class (or as a composite including that class), that sample must include predictive features from at least two genes
that were part of the predictive model.
Evaluation of Model Performance on Subclasses of Features
Although when using the methods described above, it is possible to predict samples using only a subset of features, this will likely
result in reduced predictive accuracy. The degree of degradation depends on which features are missing. It may be that the missing
features are of little importance and there is little change in the prediction, or it may be that crucial information is not available and the
classification of a given subtype is heavily compromised.
It is therefore important to evaluate how much the loss of features affects predictor performance. We do so by assuming that the
class prediction of the training-set samples on the complete set of features represents the gold standard, and then we compare the
results to a prediction of the training-set samples with a model based on the subset of features. Since, depending on which features
are missing, the prediction of some subtypes may degrade more than others, we evaluate the performance on each class separately.
We compare the set of samples predicted by the full model as being of the given class (such as BN2) or a composite including that
class (such as BN2/EZB) with the set of samples predicted as that class (including composites) under the subset model, and report
standard accuracy statistics such as sensitivity, specificity, and precision.
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Prediction on Validation Sets
The BCCA cohort (Ennishi et al., 2019a) did not have whole-exome data available, but instead had sequencing data on a select gene
panel. All mutation, truncation, and composite features for genes not included in the gene panel were excluded when training the
model for this data set. Copy-number calls were generated from the Affymetrix SNP6.0 array through the use of the PennCNV
and OncoSNP algorithms. We observed that this produced significantly fewer homozygous deletions than were observed on the
training set, suggesting that this method had reduced sensitivity in distinguishing homozygous deletions from heterozygous losses.
Therefore, we removed all HOMDEL features and their associated composite features when training the predictor for this data.
The Harvard cohort (Chapuy et al., 2018) included full-exome data on all samples; however, it was not clear what sort of mutation
blacklist or gene annotation was used to develop their list of mutations. Since they provided a large set of samples, and the features
used in our model were generally prevalent, we included mutation and truncation features (along with their composites) only for those
genes for which there was at least one mutation found in the Harvard data. The copy-number data for the Harvard samples was
generated from the exome data, which resulted in 65 regions of suspected copy-number change that applied to all samples. Further,
only the direction of copy-number change was indicated for these samples, with no indication of their magnitude. We decided, therefore, to exclude all copy-number and composite features from the predictors of every class except A53. For A53, we only included
GAIN and LOSS features based on genes or arms that were included among the 65 regions, and we only allowed the inclusion of the
most significant feature for each region regardless of size.
Model Verification via Gene Cross-Validation
Given that there was no gold standard against which to compare our prediction results on the validation set, we needed to develop an
alternative way to demonstrate that the classes we found on the training data were also found on the validation cohorts. To do this, we
considered that (with the exception of N1) our classes were defined by sets of features that frequently co-occurred. It was theoretically possible that the classes we identified did not in fact represent distinct biology and only represented coincidental co-occurrence of various features; but if that were the case, we would not expect to see a similar co-occurrence on our independent validation
cohorts.
For the BN2, EZB, MCD and STD subtypes, we tested for co-occurrence by looking at the relationship between the presence or
absence of features for a gene and the model score with that gene excluded. If a class was defined based on a purely coincidentally
co-occurring set of features, then on an independent cohort there would be no relationship between the features for a gene and the
model score based on all of the other predictive features. If instead the relationship was not coincidental, then we would expect that
those samples that had predictive features for that gene would tend to have additional features associated with that class, and so
have a higher predictor score than those without that feature.
Consider the example of ETV6 within MCD. We begin by calculating the predictive score for MCD, excluding the ETV6 features, and
calculate their ranks.
!
!
X
V~i;j  V~ETV6;j
rETV6;j = Rank
MCD genes

The score for ETV6 is then calculated as the sum of ranks for those samples with an ETV6 feature.
X
UETV6 =
rETV6;j
j has predictive
ETV6 feature

If we assume that each sample was equally likely to have an ETV6 feature, this would reduce to the standard Mann-Whitney U test.
However, we recognize that the features are not uniformly distributed among our samples. Some samples have more reported mutations of all types than other samples, either due to genomic instability or differences between samples in assay sensitivity. This will
result in increased co-occurrence of all features (whether predictive or not) beyond what one would expect by chance. Therefore, we
need to demonstrate that the relationship between ETV6 (in this example) and the MCD score is greater than the relationship between
the score and randomly occurring features. To do so, we generate random sets of patients S1 ;.;S10;000 , each with size equal to the
number of samples with ETV6, and with the probability of a sample being selected weighted according to the number of mutations
reported for that patient. We then calculate a U score for each of these selections.
X
~ETV6;k =
U
rETV6;j
j˛Sk

We then report the following Monte Carlo p value for the association between the gene and the subtype, where I is the indicator
function.
!
10;000
X
1
~ETV6;k > UETV6 Þ
pETV6 =
IðU
1+
10; 001
k=1
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A global p value for a given class can be calculated by using Fisher’s method to combine the p values of the individual predicative
genes associated with that class.
The A53 subtype was characterized by an overall increase in copy-number changes associated with TP53 alterations. To test the
validity of this subtype, we simply used a standard Mann-Whitney U test to check whether the total number of copy-number changes
was higher in samples with TP53 alterations than in those without such alterations.
Genetic Prediction of EZB-MYC+ and EZB-MYC–
After observing the connection between the EZB subtype and the DHIT+ class, we considered creating a genetically-based classification of the EZB-MYC+ and EZB-MYC– groups. This was done in a similar manner to the development of the other binary naı̈ve
Bayes sub-models of the LymphGen algorithm but with a few modifications. First, the prediction was only done within the samples
that were classified as EZB by the LymphGen algorithm, with the gene expression classification of DHIT cases being used as the
starting point. Second, given the much smaller set of training data, we were forced to reduce the stringency of the feature selection
criteria, requiring statistical significance p<0.01 where previously we had required p<0.001. This resulted in a predictor that included
three composite features.
Since the Harvard data lacked classification calls for the DHIT subtype, and the BCC samples lacked the complete genomic data
required to make the genomic prediction, we were unable to evaluate our finding on a completely independent data set. Instead, we
used a permutation test to demonstrate that our genomic predictor of EZB-MYC+ had greater association with the DHIT classification
than one would expect by chance, even taking into account the possibility of overfitting. To this end, we randomly permuted the DHIT
class labels among the EZB samples and repeated our prediction algorithm, and then tested the agreement between the permuted
class labels and the predictor score, according to a Wilcoxon test. This was repeated 1,000 times. In only three of those times was the
agreement between the permuted class labels and predictor score more significant than what was observed for the unpermuted
DHIT labels, resulting in a permutation p value of 0.004.
Phosphoprotein Analysis of BCR Signaling
Samples were separated on a 4-15% gradient polyacrylamide gel (BioRad) and transferred to Immobilon-p PVDF membrane (Millipore) for western blot analysis. Membranes were blocked with 5% milk in TBST and probed with: rabbit anti-pY182-CD79A (Cell
Signaling Technologies, Cat. # 5173), anti-CD79A (Cell Signaling Technologies, Cat. # 13333), anti-pY416-Src family (Cell Signaling
Technologies, Cat. # 2101), anti-pY323-SYK (Cell Signaling Technologies, Cat. # 2715), anti-SYK (Cell Signaling Technologies, Cat. #
13198), anti-pY223-BTK (Cell Signaling Technologies, Cat. # 5082), anti-BTK (Cell Signaling Technologies, Cat. # 8547), goat
anti-IgM-HRP (Bethyl) and mouse anti-Actin (Santa Cruz Biotechnologies, Cat. #sc-1615). Blots were stripped with 0.2N NaOH
for 5 minutes at room temperature between antibodies.
CRISPR Screens
CRISPR screens were performed as previously described (Phelan et al., 2018). Briefly, the Brunello pooled two-vector sgRNA library
was purchased from Addgene (73178) and transformed in Stbl4 bacteria (Invitrogen). Eight individual transformations were pooled
and grown at 30 C overnight on 24.5 cm2 bioassay plates maintaining at least 1003 total coverage. Colonies were scrapped, spun
and DNA was isolated with Blood and Cell Culture DNA Maxi kits (Qiagen). Lentivirus was prepared in 293FT cells by transfecting
Brunello with packaging vectors psPAX2 (Addgene 12260) and pMD2.G (Addgene 12259) in a 4:3:1 ratio in serum-free Opti-MEM
withTrans-IT 293T (Mirus). Viral supernatants were harvested 24, 48 and 72 hours after transfection, spun at 1,000 g for 5 minutes
and then incubated with Lenti-X concentrator (CloneTech). For genome-wide screening, two individual biological replicates were
transduced at a low MOI (<0.3) such that 500 copies of each sgRNA were theoretically present and selected in puromycin three
days after infection. Transduced cells were then harvested for a day 0 time point and doxycycline was added to the culture media
at 200 ng ml1 final concentration. Cells were counted and passaged every two days maintaining an average cell number equivalent
to maintain 500x coverage. After 21 days in culture, cell pellets were again collected. DNA was extracted from frozen cell pellets using
Qiagen QIAmp DNA Blood Maxi kits.
Nextgen libraries were prepared using a nested PCR approach to isolate sgRNA sequences from genomic DNA with primers U6-F1
and Tracer-R1 (see below sequences,) and then to add sequencing adapters compatible with the NextSeq500 (Illumina) and a dual
indexing approach (D501-D508-F, D701-D712-R) as previously described (Webster et al., 2019).Products were amplified with ExTaq
(Takara) for 18 cycles and isolated using an E-Gel SizeSelect II Agarose 2% gel (Invitrogen). Libraries were individually quantitated
using a Qubit dsDNA HS Assay (ThermoFisher) and diluted to 1nM before pooling equal ratios. Libraries were sequenced using a
single-read 75 cycle high output flow cell (Illumina) on a NextSeq500 to an average depth of 474 (Inter quartile range 169-586). Basespace software was used to demultiplex samples and evaluate sample quality. Individual sgRNA counts were extracted using
BASIC.pl (Phelan et al., 2018) and aligned to the Brunello sgRNA reference library using Bowtie 2 version 2.2.9 with the following
parameters: -p 16 -f–local -k 10–very-sensitive-local -L 9 -N 1.
Analysis of Tumor Suppressor Genes
Cas9-expressing TMD8, Riva, and HBL1 cells were infected with lentiviruses co-expressing an sgRNA and a puromycin resistanceGFP fusion gene. 3 days after infection cells were selected with puromycin and Cas9 expression was induced by addition of doxycycline. After 7 days, selected cells were washed with media and mixed at a ratio of 1:10 with uninfected cells of the respective cell
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lines. Cell mixtures were treated with Ibrutinib (Selleckchem) or DMSO (Sigma) for a period of 21 days. Based on the overall
viability of the cultures, ibrutinib doses were increased in the first 10 days of treatment to a final concentration of 2.5 ng/mL
(TMD8) and 10 ng/mL (HBL1 and Riva) and kept constant thereafter. Relative growth of cells co-expressing GFP and sgRNAs
was monitored by FACS. Cell proliferation and survival of these cells was determined proportional to day 0 of the drug treatment.
Growth differences of ibrutinib treated cells were normalized to DMSO treated control cells.
Mouse Xenograft Experiments
Murine xenograft models of the MCD genetic subtype were established using the TMD8 and HBL1 cell lines, and a model of the BN2
subtype was established using the Riva cell lines. Tumors were established by subcutaneous injection of 1x107 Riva, TMD8 or HBL1
cells into the right flank of female non-obese diabetic/severe combined immunodeficient/common gamma chain deficient (NSG)
mice (Jackson Laboratory). Tumor growth was monitored by measuring tumor size in two orthogonal dimensions. Tumor volume
was calculated by using the formula ½(long dimension)*(short dimension)2 . Eleven days after injection of the tumor cells, the average
tumor volume reached 200 mm3 and drug therapy was started. The Riva tumor bearing NSG mice were divided into three groups of 5
mice each, with comparable tumor burden between groups as evaluated by tumor volume. Ibrutinib (MedChemExpress) was dissolved in 50% DMSO and given by intraperitoneal (i.p.) injection daily at 3 or 6 mg/kg/day for 12 days. Control mice received the
same amount of 50% DMSO by i.p. injection. Mice with TMD8 or HBL1 xenografts were divided into 2 groups of 5 mice, with the
treatment group receiving ibrutinib at 5 mg/kg/day for 12 days and the control group receiving 50% DMSO. Tumor volume was monitored during this time. At day 12 after initiation of the therapy, all of the mice were euthanized. All animal experiments were approved
by the National Cancer Institute Animal Care and Use Committee (NCI ACUC) and were performed in accordance with NCI ACUC
guidelines.
Publicly Available Data Used in Study
Training Data
NCI cohort (Schmitz et al., 2018):
Validation Data
Harvard cohort: (Chapuy et al., 2018)
BCC cohort: (Ennishi et al., 2019a, 2020)
Non-Hodgkin Lymphomas for Comparison in Figure 3
BL (Bouska et al., 2017a; Love et al., 2012; Richter et al., 2012).
Chronic lymphocytic leukemia (Amin et al., 2016; Landau et al., 2015, 2017; Ljungstrom et al., 2016; Puente et al., 2015; Quesada
et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011).
FL (Bouska et al., 2017a; Green et al., 2013, 2015; Hellmuth et al., 2018; Krysiak et al., 2017; Okosun et al., 2016; Pasqualucci et al.,
2014; Tsukamoto et al., 2017; Zamo et al., 2018).
Mantle cell lymphoma (Agarwal et al., 2019; Bea et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2014).
Primary Extranodal Lymphomas for Comparison in Figure 3
Primary CNS lymphoma (Braggio et al., 2015; Bruno et al., 2014; Chapuy et al., 2016; Fontanilles et al., 2017; Fukumura et al., 2016;
Hattori et al., 2017, 2019; Hickmann et al., 2019; Nakamura et al., 2016; Vater et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2018b).
Primary cutaneous lymphoma (Ducharme et al., 2019; Mareschal et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2018a).
Primary vitreoretinal lymphoma (Yonese et al., 2019).
Primary testicular lymphoma (Chapuy et al., 2016; Kraan et al., 2014).
Primary breast lymphoma (Cao et al., 2017; Franco et al., 2017).
Primary intravascular lymphoma (Schrader et al., 2018; Shin et al., 2019; Suehara et al., 2018).
Primary uterine lymphoma (Cao et al., 2017).
Marginal Zone Lymphoma for Comparison in Figure 3
(Clipson et al., 2015; Ganapathi et al., 2016; Hyeon et al., 2018; Johansson et al., 2016; Kiel et al., 2012; Martinez et al., 2014; Parry
et al., 2013, 2015; Pillonel et al., 2018; Rossi et al., 2012; Spina et al., 2016).
FL and Transformed FL for Comparison in Figure 3
(Bouska et al., 2017b; Green et al., 2013, 2015; Hellmuth et al., 2018; Krysiak et al., 2017; Okosun et al., 2014, 2016; Pasqualucci
et al., 2014; Tsukamoto et al., 2017; Zamo et al., 2018).
NLPHL and THRLBCL for Comparison in Figure 3
(Hartmann et al., 2016; Schuhmacher et al., 2019).
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Estimation of DLBCL Genetic Subtype Prevalence
Since the NCI DLBCL was deliberated enriched for ABC and Unclassified cases, we estimated what the prevalence of these subtypes
would be in a population-based cohort of DLBCL cases. Using the published prevalence of COO subgroups within a populationbased cohort (Scott et al., 2015), we adjusted the prevalences of each genetic subtype within the NCI cohort based on the percentages of the ABC, GCB and Unclassified subgroups within each genetic subtype. The assumption behind this normalization is that the
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relationship between COO subgroup and DLBCL genetic subtype is relatively invariant, as we observed to be the case in the three
cohorts analyzed in the present study (Figure 4B).
RNA-seq Analysis
The gene expression signature database was first described in ref. (Shaffer et al., 2006) and are available at https://api.gdc.cancer.
gov/data/cf7cd89e-da75-45fe-a4d5-e89e491f45d6. Expressed immunoglobulin heavy chain genes were assembled from the RNAseq data as described (Bolotin et al., 2017).
CRISPR Screen Data Analysis
Raw read counts were normalized to 40e6 per sample and increased by 1 before calculating a CRISPR screen score as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

All sgRNAs with an average normalized read count below 50 at day 0 were removed due to low coverage.
The average log2 fold change was computed between day 21 and day 0 for each replicate.
A Z-score was calculated from the average log2 fold change of all sgRNAs per gene.
The average CSS of two biological replicates was averaged.
The CSS for a given gene from each cell line within a genetic class was averaged and depicted in Figure 7E.

Prevalence of Genetic Alterations in Other Lymphomas
Prevalence of lymphoma cases with mutations in genes that characterize particular genetic subtypes of DLBCL were derived from
ref. (Schmitz et al., 2018). Prevalence of mutations in other types of non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL) presented in Figures 3B, 3D–3G
and 5G were calculated using published datasets derived whole exome, whole genome, whole transcriptome, or targeted resequencing. As a negative control, the prevalence of cases with mutations were determined from whole exome sequencing data in
a non-Hodgkin lymphoma cohort consisting of BL, FL, chronic lymphocytic leukemia and mantle cell lymphoma
General Statistical Methods
Digital gene expression values, copy number, and mutation calls were generated as previously described (Chapuy et al., 2018; Ennishi et al., 2019a; Schmitz et al., 2018). The DHIT score was generated from the digital gene expression as previously described
(Ennishi et al., 2019a). All remaining signature averages were calculated as the mean of the normalized, log2-transformed digital
gene expression values for all genes in the signature. These values were then linearly transformed, such that across all samples
the resulting normalized averages had a median of zero and an interquartile range of 1.35 (the interquartile range of a standard normal
distribution). For Figure 5C, a multivariate regression of the GCB4 and MYCUp-4 signature averages was fit to the DHIT score for all
EZB cases (including composite EZB cases). The results of this fit for each EZB sample was plotted against the observed DHIT score
for that sample. The reported p value was based on an F-test for the total significance of the model.
Within the BCCA cohort, disease-specific survival was used as the endpoint, while overall survival was used within the training and
Harvard cohorts. The hazard ratios and confidence intervals for survival differences between subtypes indicated in Figure 4E were
calculated according to the Cox proportional hazard model, based on all samples of the types being compared within the specified
cohort. Models, including a single binary variable indicating class, were used to generate the within-study estimates, with p values
generated according to a log-rank test. For the combined estimates, a multivariate model was used, which included, in addition to the
binary class variable, a categorical co-variate indicating the cohort. For these models, the p value was generated from a score test.
All reported p values are two-sided. The statistical significances for differential prevalence of features between classes were calculated with a Fisher’s exact test.
DATA AND CODE AVAILABILITY
Targeted resequencing data from the BCC cohort are available at the European Genome-Phenome Archive (EGA; https://egaarchive.org/) under accession EGAS00001002657. LymphGen code is available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3700087.
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
A web-based implementation of the LymphGen predictor has been made available at https://llmpp.nih.gov/lymphgen/index.php,
that allows users to upload a set mutations and copy number alterations found on a set of samples, and returns the LymphGen predicted classification for those samples.
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